[The indices of central and peripheral hemodynamics and of autonomic nervous system function in subjects with arterial hypertension working under different manufacturing conditions].
As many as 318 persons with arterial hypertension working at an industrial enterprise, engaged in agricultural production, and in the sphere of mental work, were examined. The control group consisted of 40 essentially healthy subjects from the above cohorts. The following subgroups were identified in the groups observed: borderline arterial hypertension, I and II stage hypertensive disease. The examination involved electrocardiography, tetrapolar rheography, echocardiography, rheoencephalography, phonotacho-oscillography, variation pulsography, orthostatic test. Several distinguishing features were noted of central and peripheral hemodynamics, state of the vegetative nervous system in different occupational groups, which fact allows adoption of optimal, pathogenetically substantiated therapy of arterial hypertension in the cohorts followed-up.